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Abstract
This thesis includes data and discussion about the technique of metal-enhanced
fluorescence (MEF) to lower the detection limit of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). The detection
limit goes down to 100pg/mL level when using MEF substrate made by rapid thermally annealed
silver film covered by silica, which has great promise in diagnosing certain types of cancer that
uses CEA as detection biomarker, such as pancreatic cancer and colon cancer. To further address
the issue of background noises from non-specifically bound proteins (NSB) in complex media,
such as plasma, serum, urine and blood, MEF is integrated with surface acoustic wave (SAW)
streaming in order to remove these proteins from human plasma while keeping the characteristic
of MEF to increase signal to detect target analyte. SAW has also been proven to have the effect of
reducing incubation time between antibody and target antigen. Analyzing fluorescence signal
shows that the NSB in human plasma can be successfully reduced while the CEA detection limit
can be lowered down to 500pg/mL by combining MEF with SAW, allowing for construction of a
point of need sensing platform for biomarkers from such complex fluids.

v

Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
Immunofluorescence has been extensively used to detect and quantify antibodies or
antigens on biological samples, such as cells and tissues. The methodologies of
immunofluorescence are accessible and easy to follow. However, there are limitations when
performing immunofluorescence assays, including limit of detection due to weak and inconclusive
signal when identifying low concentration of analyte, and the interference of the signals from nonspecific binding proteins in complicated bio-fluid such as urine, blood, serum and plasma. Another
problem involved with immunofluorescence assay is that the interaction time between antigen and
antibody can take time from hours to days in order to have a stable antigen-antibody binding. With
that, it would take much more time when layers of different antibodies and antigens need to bond
in sequence for further experiments.
Different methodologies will be combined to minimize problems mentioned above. In this
thesis, metal-enhanced fluorescence is tested to be an efficient method to enhance the limit of
detection, by depositing silver film on top of a substrate, then thermal anneal the film to create
metal nanostructure, and then an oxide film is put on the top of the annealed silver nanostructure.
Immunofluorescence assay carried out on such metal nanostructure substrate was found to have
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about 16 times higher fluorescence signal than the same assay done on a substrate without such
nanostructure. Multiple assays were done to prove that the limit of detection can go down to
nanogram per milliliter level, and it is a replicable and reliable method for MEF.
The target analyte used in this thesis: carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), was discovered as
a cancer antigen in the year of 1965.[1] It has been extensively used in research and analytical tests.
Certain levels of CEA concentrations in the blood can show the risk of having certain cancer
diseases.[2] CEA concentration tests also have clinical purposes such as reflecting the efficacy of
cancer treatment for patients.[3] In colon cancers, CEA has been recognized as the most prevalent
tumor marker since it was discovered. While healthy people are not normally tested with a CEA
concentration higher than 2.5ng/mL, high CEA level patients show higher possibilities of having
certain types of cancers, such as colon cancer, breast cancer, pancreatic cancer, etc. CEA has
proven to be a very good protein in clinical experiment, research and retreatment that are related
to colon cancer, and is used as the target analyte for the present study. [4,5]
Metal-enhanced fluorescence, MEF, refers to the interactions of metallic particles with
fluorescence. There are many useful aspects produced by applying such method, such as higher
quantum yields, decreased lifetimes of fluorophores and better photostability. It has extraordinary
applications in immunofluorescence assays like biosensing, analyte detection and quantification,
since MEF can increase sensitivity and decrease noise from undesired background emission.[6]
Numerous models and experiments have been performed on MEF with calibrated metallic
nanostructures, including but not limited to gold, silver, copper, aluminum and various metal
2

oxides, and their effects on fluoroscopy are studied.[6-8] MEF with silver nanostructures and silica
film is studied in this thesis.
Rayleigh surface acoustic wave (SAW), propagates on the surface of the piezoelectric
materials, was first introduced by Lord Rayleigh. SAW pushes the particles to generate a
counterclockwise and elliptical movement that is normal to the surface plane, and the amplitude
of such movement is decreased with increasing depth from the surface.[9,10] Prior to the
introduction to sensing and biomedical applications, SAW was extensively applied in electrical
engineering as filters, oscillators and mobile radio systems like mobile phones. SAW devices
usually use piezoelectric materials such as quartz, lithium niobate and lithium tantalate, where
voltage is applied on a sequence of electrodes named interdigital transducers (IDTs) and SAW is
generated by the effect of piezoelectricity.[10]
Immunoassays use bioreaction between the antigen and antibody to detect and sometimes
quantify the analyte proteins. Several assays are categorized as primary detection techniques, such
as

Enzyme-Linked

Immunosorbent

Assay

(Elisa),

Precipitation

Reactions

(PR),

Radioimmunoassay, Agglutination Reactions (AR), and Western Blotting (WB), etc. With every
one of those techniques has its advantages and drawbacks, brief introductions to these techniques
are given in this chapter. Most of the information was abstracted from Immunology, 5th edition.[11]
1.1.1 Precipitation Reactions
Precipitation reactions rely on the combinations of antibody and antigen to form crosslinked particles that precipitates. The concentration of analyte protein can be determined by
3

optimizing the ratio of antibody and antigen where the precipitation can be maximized. One of the
drawbacks for precipitation reactions is that the reaction relies on the sizes and solubilities of
antigens and antibodies. It requires both the antigen and the antibody to be soluble to form
precipitation and the precipitates need to be above a certain size to be measurable. Another
disadvantage is that the reaction time for precipitation experiments sometimes takes more than two
days. The immunoglobulin level of patients may not be able to endure such a long detection time
depending on its severity. The concentration level can also change which causes inaccuracies in
detection. The reliable limits of detection of antibodies for precipitation reactions are usually
between 10-200 μg/mL, and 2 μg/mL for a few examples. Detection level magnitudes of different
precipitation reactions are provided in Table 1-1, abstracted from Immunology.[11]
Table 1-1. Data for precipitation reactions sensitivities [11]
Assay

Sensitivity (μg/mL)

Precipitation reaction in semi-solids
Precipitation reaction in fluids

2-200
20-200

Manicini radial immunodiffusion

10-50

Ouchterlony double immunodiffusion

20-200

Immunoelectrophoresis

20-200

Rocket electrophoresis

2

Due to their lower sensitivity, long reaction time and confined immunoglobulin reactants,
only a few precipitation reactions are useful for clinical research and studies that deal with higher
4

immunoglobulin level. Precipitation reactions are generally not suitable for detections that have
antigen concentrations lower than 1μg/mL.
1.1.2 Agglutination Reactions
Agglutination reaction is similar to precipitation reaction in a way that the antigens bind
with antibodies and aggregate together. Agglutination can be categorized into direct agglutination,
where antibodies are bound to the surface of antigens, and passive agglutination, where antibodies
are biochemically bound with red cells.[11]
With data from Immunology, agglutination reactions generally outperform the precipitation
by having a better sensitivity and lower incubation time of several minutes when the experiment
does not include red cells. Information of the sensitivities for different agglutination reactions are
provided in table 1-2, abstracted from Immunology.[11]
Table 1-2. Data for agglutination reactions sensitivities [11]
Assay

Sensitivity (μg/mL)

Direct

0.3

Passive Agglutination

0.006-0.06

Agglutination Inhibition

0.006-0.06

With its higher sensitivities and shorter reaction time compared to precipitation reactions,
agglutination reaction is a prevalent immunoassay method in pharmaceutical research and industry,
as well as epidemiology, blood typing and other diagnostics. Detection limits for typical
agglutination reactions are as low as 6 ng/mL, which is much better than 1μg/mL for the limit of
detection in precipitation reactions.
5

1.1.3 Radioimmunoassay
In comparison to the agglutination reactions, the limit of detection for radioimmunoassay
can be lower than 1ng/mL in many cases, which is far better than 6μg/mL in agglutination
reactions.[11] A radioimmunoassay usually has very good sensitivity when measuring the
concentration level of hormones in serum and other antibodies in drugs. Procedures of conducting
a radioimmunoassay usually involve following steps. A pretested antigen with known
concentration is radiolabeled with iodine isotopes or combined with radiolabeled molecules and
bound to an antibody with known concentration. After that, an identical antigen with unknown
concentration and not radio labeled is added to the previous antigen-antibody mixture. The excess
unlabeled antigen will likely nudge the labelled antigen away in order to bind with the antibody,
resulting in the decrease of labelled antigen-antibody couples to unlabeled antigen-antibody
couples’ ratio. The unbound antigens are then washed away, leaving only those bound antigens to
be measured and quantified by using a gamma counter and compared to a reference value.
Although radioimmunoassay is very good in its low detection limit, sensitivity and broad
applications, the expenditure of conducting such research goes into purchasing expensive detection
devices and hiring qualified and prepared operators because it could be dangerous when exposed
to these radioactive substances, hindering the radioimmunoassay to become a popular
immunoassay technique.

6

1.1.4 Western Blot
The western blot has been utilized extensively in biochemical research to identify the
existence, size and amount of proteins. The sensitivity of western blot can be as low as 0.1ng/mL.
The protein is first unwrapped into chains and collected by gel electrophoresis, and then transferred
to a blot membrane, where the membrane is blocked to prevent non-specific proteins attachment.
A primary antibody is then bound to the proteins on membrane, and after a secondary antibody
with labelled enzyme that generates color is bound to the primary antibody. The amount of analyte
can be then easily analyzed by the intensity of light or color.[11]
1.1.5 Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)
Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA), can bring down the limit the detection to
1ng/mL level which is comparable to the detection limit of radioimmunoassay, but with easier
experimental procedures and reduced apparatus cost. Instead of conjugating a radioactive label to
antibody, an enzyme is used for conjugation and can generate color when binding with the
preassembled, antigen on the substrate. There are four major types of ELISA that are demonstrated
in the diagram below, Figure 1-1.[12] The diagram source is from the internet.[12]
Direct ELISA is the most primitive method. The analyte antigen is directly attached on a
substrate and the primary antibody specifically binds to the antigen. Then detection molecules such
as enzyme is added, and the result is analyzed with a reference color spectrum.

7

Figure 1-1. Schematic diagram of different types of ELISA [12].
Indirect ELISA adds an additional step on the direct ELISA method. After the primary
antibody conjugates to the antigen, a secondary antibody that binds specifically to the primary
antibody is added, with a previously labeled enzyme for color detection.
The most sensitive and widely used ELISA approach is the sandwich ELISA. A capture
antibody is first immobilized on the substrate surface, followed by incubating the antigen. The
detection antibody is then added to the surface to bind with the antigen. Subsequently a secondary
antibody with enzyme is attached on the detection antibody to produce color.
The procedures for competitive ELISA are different from the other ELISA approaches. It
is done by combining antibody and analyte antigen, and then the mixture is incubated to a precoated reference antigen. Since some free antibodies can bind the reference antigen, the higher
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antigen concentration level will result in less reference antigens in the sample and the signal is
lowered. Competitive ELISA is also called inhibition ELISA.
ELISA approaches give very good sensitivities that are similar to those of
radioimmunoassays. With lower cost and less contact with dangerous chemicals, ELISAs are very
popular for research and the market for ELISAs is quite mature.
1.1.6 Immunofluorescence
Immunofluorescence is an assay that detects the proteins and DNA with labeled antibodies
that can generate fluorescence.[13-16] It was first discovered by Albert Coons in 1944 and has
been developed since recent times.[11] The fluorophore labeled antibodies bind with designated
antigens,

proteins

or

cells

and can be

visualized with

fluorescence microscope.

Immunofluorescence can effectively detect the concentration, morphology and distribution of
proteins or biological substances, and is one of the most prevalent techniques in biomedical
research due to these reasons. Typical fluorescent compounds that are used as dyes to label the
antibodies and molecules include amino acids, chlorophyll, pyridoxyl, flavins, and many other
fluoresceins. These dyes are then conjugated to the detection antibodies by bonds without altering
the biological or chemical characteristics of such antibodies. The fundamental working principle
of fluorescence can be explained by Jablonski diagram, where the electronic energy state of
molecules in fluorophore takes in energy from a low wavelength light, and transit to a lower energy
level by emitting photons, which generates light with a higher wavelength. Detection of the
emission light signal is done by fluorescence microscope.
9

There are nonetheless many issues related with immunofluorescence techniques. For
antigen concentration lower than 1 μg/mL, the photonic activities in fluorescence compounds
reduces and can generate a signal possibly lower than the background noise from selfluminescence, making it difficult to image.[11] Photobleaching is another problem with
immunofluorescence, which causes loss in fluorescence intensity during imaging, especially with
low concentration analytes.[17] Another constraint for immunofluorescence is the long interaction
time between antibody and antigen, which can take from several hours up to days. However, Jun
et al. demonstrated the potential of decreasing the detection limit for immunofluorescence from 1
μg/mL to nanogram level, while also increasing the detection sensitivity by pre-immobilized silver
nanocubes on the substrate.[7] The application of surface acoustic wave (SAW) can also have
significance in reducing the incubation time of proteins and the prospect of reducing the
background noise by removing non-specific bound proteins.[7] In this thesis, these techniques will
be developed and combined to prove their effects in a more complex environment, such as plasma.
1.2 Significance of Diagnosing CEA
After the CEA was discovered as a tumor marker, extensive studies have been done to study
the relationship between CEA and cancers. Although more studies need to be done to show the
clinical value of CEA as a cancer biomarker, it is prevalently used to monitor the colon cancer
treatment and to diagnose the recurrences after surgery.[3] After successful surgical treatment for
colon cancer, CEA level usually decreases.[11]
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1.3 Metal-Enhanced Fluorescence
The application of metal enhanced fluorescence (MEF) to increase fluorescence signal in
immunofluorescence assay has been studied in recent years.[18] MEF is caused by the interaction
between fluorophores and metallic surface. Oscillations from the excited fluorophore can affect
electrons in the metal and induce electric filed that interact with fluorophore to change the emission
spectrum.[19] This interaction between metal and fluorophore can result in many useful aspects,
such as increased quantum yields, increased photostability, and increased sensitivity.
Immunofluorescence assays based on MEF to detect biomarkers and molecules at super low
concentration have been studied.[7]
Many theoretical works have been done to study the interaction between fluorophore, metal
structures, and their spacing to alter the emission peak. Atom in fluorophore changes its energy
state from high to low by emitting photons in certain frequencies, which is fluorescence. The
radiative transition of an atom from a higher energy state to a lower energy state is called decay.
The radiative decay rate (Γ) of fluorophores can be changed by the interaction with metallic
structures.[19]
The effect of MEF can be explained by combining the radiative decay rate (𝚪) with other
parameters related to fluorophore characteristics such as quantum yield (Q0) and fluorophore
lifetime (𝛕0). Quantum yield refers to the ratio of emitted photons to the absorbed photons. Higher
the quantum yield, better the photon emission efficiency and hence brighter fluorescence signal.
Fluorophore lifetime is a measure of time for fluorophore to stay in the excited state before
11

transition to ground state by emitting a photon, which usually can range from picoseconds to
nanoseconds. While usually the case is that not all fluorophores emit photons when transiting from
excited state to ground state, the rate of transiting energy states from excited to ground is called
non-radiative rate (knr), which can also affect quantum yield (Q0), based on the equations below.
The quantum yield and lifetime equations not involving metal enhancement are: [18]
Q0 =

𝛕0 =

Γ
Γ+𝑘𝑛𝑟

1
Γ+𝑘𝑛𝑟

(1)

(2)

When involving metal enhancement, these two equations go to:
QM =

𝛕0 =

Γ+Γ𝑀
Γ+Γ𝑀 +𝑘𝑛𝑟

1
Γ+Γ𝑀 +𝑘𝑛𝑟

(3)

(4)

These equations explain the relationships between radiative rates, decay rate and quantum
yield. Specifically, when apply metal enhancement, the quantum yield will increase.
The fluorescence enhancement by applying metal nanostructures can be affected by various
aspects. Such as metal particle size, shape, material, distance between metal structures, and
distance between metal and fluorophore.[7] Numerous experiments have been done to study how
to control these factors to optimize the enhancement. Usually, adjusting factors mentioned above
12

can calibrate the fluorophores excitation peak, and the signal of the fluorescence can be enhanced
by matching the fluorophores excitation peak to the plasmonic peak of the metal particles.[7]
1.4 Surface Acoustic Wave
In order to achieve non-specific bound protein removal, Interdigital Transducers (IDTs) are
patterned on piezoelectric substrates to generate surface acoustic wave.[20] In this thesis, lithium
niobite (LiNbO3) is the selected piezoelectric material for chip substrate, and aluminum is
patterned at both side of each chip as IDTs to convert electrical signal to mechanical deformation.
The chip propagates Raleigh waves through an elliptical vibration and can clean out non-specific
bound protein when pass through the delay region where the immunoassay is conducted.[20]
A schematic diagram of SAW device is shown in Figure 1-2. The SAW device is fabricated
to a 20 × 20 mm LiNbO3 128º Y-cut X-propagation substrate. IDTs are patterned on both sides of
the SAW device to induce electrical power onto the piezoelectric material. Each IDT electrode has
60 fingers pairs with width of 10 micrometer for each, and IDTs are parallel to the wafer flat to
generate Rayleigh wave. At the center of SAW device, 5mm diameter MEF region is patterned
where the incubation happens. The fabrication process of MEF region and SAW device will be
discussed in the following chapter.
The introduction of SAW to the incubation of antigen and antibody is to seek for a solution
to solve one of the major problems in current immunoassays, which is the noise generated by nonspecific attachments to proteins that are not target analytes, or to other dust and particles, bulk
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Figure 1-2. Schematic diagram of SAW device.
aggregations that block the binding between antigen and antibodies.[7,20,21] Any of these
possibilities can induce false signal by increasing or decreasing the fluorescence intensity.
Especially, when quantifying biomarker in low concentrations, it is very likely that the background
signal is higher than signal from analyte resulting indistinguishable data. Cular et al, showed that
SAW device can remove background signal and lower the detectable concentrations by removing
nonspecifically bound proteins.[21] Another useful aspect of applying SAW to the incubation
region is to reduce specific binding time, which could be significant to reduce the overall
incubation time when many immunoassay experiments take from hours to days just to do
incubation. By accelerating the antigen sample fluid flowing around the preassembled capture
antibody with SAW wave, shorter time is needed for antigen to find the binding site and specific
incubation will be made in a shorter time. Experiments below will demonstrate the potential of
SAW device to remove non-specifically bound proteins in a complex environment like human
plasma, meanwhile shortening incubation time.
14

Chapter 2: Metal Enhancement Fluorescence Experiment
This chapter will focus on the metal enhanced fluorescence (MEF) experiments and their
effects on detecting CEA in different environments. It has been shown that silver nanoparticles can
have the effect of increasing fluorescence signal and sensitivity in immunofluorescence assay. Jun
et al. showed that by using silver trifluoroacetate (CF3COOAg) as the precursor to synthesize
silver nanocubes that have side length of about 50nm can increase the sensitivity to CEA detection
by a factor of 6.[7] Li and Bhethanabotla then developed a protocol of fabricating silver
nanostructures with e-beam deposition and rapid thermal annealing which can furthermore
increase the fluorescence signal up to 12 times.[22] This method gives more evenly distributed
nanostructures and is repeatable with larger production scale, and its effects of enhancing
fluorescence signal in testing CEA concentration is demonstrated in this chapter.
2.1 Silver Nanostructures Fabrication
The following processes of fabricating chips with silver nanostructures developed by
Shuangming is illustrated in figure 2-1.[22] The glass slide was first cleaned in sequence of acetone,
methanol, and deionized water with a resistivity of 18.2MΩ-cm, generated in the laboratory by a
Millipore system. A thin silver metal film was then deposited on the glass slide by using e-beam
evaporation (Varian E-beam Evaporator), with a deposition rate of between 1.5-2Å/s in order to
achieve a film with good uniformity. After metal deposition, glass slide with a metal film of about
15

15nm was sent to a rapid thermal processor to conduct the process of rapid thermal annealing.
After the thermal processor was purged with nitrogen gas, the slide was heated up to 500 °C with
a 25 °C/s ramp-up and remained at 500 °C for 60 seconds. Then the heater was turned off and the
slide was gradually cooled down to 25°C to complete the annealing process. Silver nanostructures
were generated after the thermal annealing process is done. In order to protect nanostructures and
to create distance between metal structures and fluorophore, a 10nm silicon dioxide film was done
by metal sputtering with a deposition rate of 4 Å/min.

Figure 2-1. Schematic illustration of fabrication processes for silver metal structures. a)
Glass substrate was sputtered with 10nm silver film; b) Rapid thermal annealing to break
the silver film into silver nanoparticles; c) The silver nanoparticles were coated with 10nm
silicon dioxide.
A Hitachi scanning electron microscope (SEM) was then used to take images of silver
nanoparticles, in Figure 2-2. Areas of nanoparticles were then measured with ImageJ, showing that
most nanoparticles are within an area of 25000-45000 nanometer square.
Shuangming in his paper pointed out that UV-vis absorbance curve from this protocol
usually have a spectrum peak of 476nm.[22] Although this wavelength does not precisely match
up with the excitation peak of Alexa-488 antibody labeling dye, which is 488nm, the overlap of
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the two spectrums in high absorbance region is large enough to ensure the effectiveness of metalfluorescence enhancement in this experiment.

Figure 2-2. SEM image of annealed silver films with 15nm film thickness.
2.2 MEF with Annealed Silver Nanostructures
An immunofluorescence structure of binding rabbit immunoglobulin with mouse antirabbit immunoglobulin with labeled 488nm wavelength fluorophore has shown that there is a huge
increase in signals with such silver nanostructures.[22] Similar to this binding structure, sandwich
structure of binding CEA capture antibody and CEA antigen is tested on the annealed metallic
structure. All materials and reagents were of analytical grade, which include CEA capture antibody
(Fitzgerald, 10-C10D), CEA detection antibody labeled with Alexa488 (Fitzgerald, 10-C10E)
(tagged with Alexa Fluor 488 Protein Labeling Kit, Thermo Fisher), CEA antigen (Abcam, ab742),
PBS (Life Technologies, pH 7.4), bovine serum albumin (BSA, Fisher Scientiﬁc), Protein A
(abcam), and Single Donor Human Plasma (whole blood derived, Innovative Research Inc). The
17

schematic illustration of biological assembly in the metal enhanced fluorescence experiment is
illustrated in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3. Procedures of antibodies assembly on annealed silver nanostructures. a) MEF
surface was pretreated with 3-APTES silanization and Protein A is added to immobilize
CEA capture antibody; b) CEA capture antibody is added to the surface; c) BSA is then
added to the surface to bind the extra binding sites to prevent non-specific binding proteins
incubation; d) CEA antigen was diluted in different concentrations and was then added to
the surface to bind with CEA capture antibody; e) CEA detection antibody with Alexa-488
was added to the surface to bind with CEA antigen.
Detection antibody (Fitzgerald, 10-C10E) was labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 fluorophore
dye (Thermo Fisher), according to the following protocol from Invitrogen.[24] The original CEA
detection antibody was first diluted to 2 mg/mL level with PBS, then the protein solution is
transferred to the reactive dye vial and stirred at room temperature for 1 hour. A column with
purification resin is prepared to filter the unconjugated dye in the protein solution. After
transferring the mixture of antibody and dye to the column, the unconjugated dye is filtered by
18

purification resin. A UV lamp is used to constantly check the position of labeled protein, and
labeled protein was collected for the following experiment.

Figure 2-4. Purifying unlabeled fluorophore dye and labeling CEA detection antibodies.
The glass side with annealed silver structures was then cut evenly into 5 pieces, as well as
for another glass slide without silver structures. After they were cleaned sequentially with acetone,
methanol and DI water, slides were dried with N2 gas. Then the glass slides were pretreated with
1% 3-APTES in ethanol solvent for 1 hour, to create a silanized surface that can better immobilize
the CEA capture antibody.
During the 1 hour waiting time for surface silanization, CEA antigen was then diluted in
PBS to different concentrations, respectively 100pg/mL, 1 ng/mL, 10 ng/mL, 100 ng/mL, 1 μg/mL,
and 10 μg/mL. After 1 hour, 3-APTES is washed off with 99.5% ethanol then dried with N2 gas.
Then 50 μL of Protein A in 200 μg/mL concentration is added to the surface, followed by PBS
19

rinsing. After that, 30 μL off 10 μg/mL CEA capture antibody was added to the surface and
incubated for 1 hour and was then rinsed with PBS three times followed by N2 gas dry. 1% BSA
was then added to the surface and incubated for 1 hour, to block the vacant binding sites that were
not occupied with CEA capture antibody. 1 hour later slides were rinsed three times and dried. 20
μL of CEA antigen with different concentrations was added to both MEF glass slides and slides
without metal nanostructures, for an incubation time of 45 minutes. Finally, after rinsing, 10 μL of
CEA detection antibody with Alexa 488 dye was added to the surface for a 45 minutes incubation.
The detection antibody was prepared in PBS with a concentration of 10 μg/mL. After rinsing,
Nikon FN1 fluorescence microscope was used to take images for different slides. The fluorescence
intensities for all slides were measured with Nikon FN1 fluorescence microscope. The microscope
was set to 100% of the solar light source with an explosion time of 10 seconds and a gain of 1X.
Solar light from the microscope was filtered through a blue filter to produce excitation light. The
emission light from the sample was filtered through a green filter as the detection signal. ImageJ
was used to measure the green channel value of the RGB system for each picture. This experiment
is triplicated with the same conditions.
Another set of experiments with the same procedures was done except that this time the
CEA samples were prepared by diluted in human plasma rather than PBS. This experiment was
designated to study the effect of non-specific bound protein from human plasma to the fluorescence
signal detection.
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2.3 Discussion on Results for MEF Experiment for CEA in PBS
The fluorescence images from the fluorescence microscope are shown in Figure 2-5. Same
CEA concentrations are compared with and without MEF. The green channel values from ImageJ
are specified in Table 2-1 in order to demonstrate the fluorescence intensity for each image.

Figure 2-5. Fluorescence images for CEA diluted in PBS. Top row are the fluorescence
images with silver nanoparticles of 25000-45000 nanometer square. The bottom row serves
as control groups without silver nanoparticles. The concentrations of CEA antigens in the
images are (a) 10 μg/ mL, (b) 1 μg/mL, (c) 100 ng/mL, (d) 10 ng/mL, (e) 1 ng/mL, and (f)
100 pg/mL.
Table 2-1. MEF Intensities for CEA concentration groups in PBS
CEA Concentrations in PBS

Fluorescence Intensity with Fluorescence
MEF
without MEF

100 pg/mL

56.83

25.27

1 ng/mL

66.83

24.8

10 ng/mL

77.45

24.8

100 ng/mL

94.08

25.33

1 μg/mL

113.42

25.319

10 μg/mL

165.04

33.66

Intensity
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Figure 2-6. Linear calibration curve. Intensity vs log (conc.) (ng/mL) in the range of
0.1−1000 ng/mL.
The calibration curve for fluorescence intensities at different CEA antigen concentrations
in Figure 2-6 gives that the sensitivity of MEF substrate with silver nanostructures calculated to
be above 15.84 times larger than that without MEF. Data shows that the detection limit for control
groups is larger than 1 μg/mL, while for substrates with silver nanostructures, the signal can be
steadily enhanced, with distinguishable difference between the 100 pg/mL group and the 1ng/mL
group. This experiment shows that with metal enhancement, the detection limit for
immunofluorescence can be brought down from 1 μg/mL level to sub-nanogram per milliliter level.
It is important to increase the sensitivity between different concentrations, because it is more
difficult to detect the difference at low concentrations that are close to the detection limit, but in
order to perform CEA test under clinical conditions, sub-nanogram detection limit and high
sensitivity is needed since the critical value of diagnosing the risk of having cancer related diseases
is 2.5 ng/mL.
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2.4 MEF Experiment for CEA in Human Plasma
In order to investigate the non-specific binding proteins interference to the fluorescence
signal with MEF substrate, the CEA antigen in PBS with concentration of 10 μg/ mL, 1 μg/mL,
100 ng/mL, 10 ng/mL, 1 ng/mL were diluted with human plasma from single donor (whole blood
derived, Innovative Research Inc.) to 5 μg/ mL, 500 ng/mL, 50 ng/mL, 5 ng/mL, 0.5 ng/mL,
respectively. Similar procedures from the previous section were done to conduct this experiment,
including APTES salinization, Protein A surface pretreatment, CEA capture antibody
immobilization, BSA blocking, CEA antigen in plasma incubation, and CEA detection antibody
binding. Fluorescence images, in Figure 2-7, were then taken by Nikon FN1 fluorescence
microscope and the green channel value was measured with ImageJ, as of data in Table 2-2.

Figure 2-7. Fluorescence images for CEA diluted in human plasma. Top row are the
fluorescence images with silver nanoparticles of 25000-45000 nanometer square. The
bottom row serves as control groups without silver nanoparticles. The concentrations of
CEA antigens in the images are (a) 5 μg/ mL, (b) 500 ng/mL, (c) 50 ng/mL, (d) 5 ng/mL,
and (e) 0.5 ng/mL.
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Table 2-2. MEF Intensities for CEA concentration groups in human plasma
CEA
Concentrations
Plasma

in Fluorescence Intensity with Fluorescence
MEF
without MEF

0.5 ng/mL

50.79

31.40

5 ng/mL

49.77

32.21

50 ng/mL

49.53

30.52

70.28

31.47

74.74

30.67

500 ng/mL
5 μg/mL

Intensity

Figure 2-8. Linear calibration curve. Fluorescence Intensity vs log (conc.) (ng/mL) in the
range of 0.5−5000 ng/mL, for CEA diluted in Human Plasma.
Although MEF substrate has proved to be capable of detecting CEA in PBS with a detection
limit of below 1 ng/mL, the detection limit for CEA in human plasma is far off from achieving the
clinical critical concentration of 2.5 ng/mL. A major reason is that human plasma is a complex of
different substances mixing together, which includes proteins, electrolytes, and antigens. Various
unrelated proteins and antigens can block the binding sites of CEA antigen by non-specifically
bound to the capture antibody, and therefore sabotage the following attachment of detection
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antibodies and causes non-specific binding between detection antibodies and other proteins, which
eventually lower the detection signal intensity by raising the noise level, and increases the
detection limit. A schematic illustration is provided in Figure 2-9. We can see from the data in
Figure 2-8 that without the MEF, it is not possible to detect the CEA antigen concentration of lower
or equal to 5 μg/mL, and the involvement of MEF for low concentration detection is obvious by
this comparison. However, even with the MEF substrate, detection limit of CEA diluted in human
plasma, which is above 50ng/mL, cannot achieve the same detection limit of CEA diluted in PBS,
which is 0.1 ng/mL.

Figure 2-9. NSB interfere with the incubation of capture antibodies and detection antigens.
The problem of non-specific bindings from proteins in complex analytes, such as blood,
plasma, serum, and urine, hindering the specific binding between antibodies and antigens, can play
a huge role in raising the detection limit and background noises, as shown in the information above.
An effective method to remove non-target proteins and other unnecessary substances in a complex
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environment is to apply surface acoustic wave to the bio-structures, which will be discussed in the
following chapter.
MEF with silver nanostructures from annealed silver film and silica layer method shows a
significant improvement to detect and quantify the CEA antigen concentration compared to the
control group, and it shows great prospect for the detection of other antigens and proteins that
requires immunofluorescence assays. However, some problems related to this technique need to
be tackled in the future work, such as the size, shape, distribution of metal particles on the surface.
A major improvement can be done by improving the silver nanostructures by substrate conformal
imprint lithography.[23] Annealed silver nanoparticles can have varying shapes, distributions and
sizes. Studies can be done on fabricating more uniformly distributed shapes of metal particles and
optimize the plasmonic peak for optimal fluorescence enhancement.
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Chapter 3: Non-Specific Binding Removal and Mixing with SAW on MEF
The effect of non-specific binding removal with the application of surface acoustic wave
(SAW) will be discussed in this chapter. Background noise coming from the fake signals from nonspecific binding proteins and MEF itself could sometimes be misleading when it comes to data
analysis. Although there are rinse procedures following every protein incubation and substrate
surface treatment to clean out the majority of unbound substances, there are still significant
amounts of them left on the substrate. A SAW device was integrated with MEF to show the effect
of removing non-specific binding while keeping the characteristic from MEF to amplify signal.
More than removing miscellaneous proteins and substances out of the system, SAW device
also demonstrates ability in shortening the incubation time. For immunoassay that requires
multiple structures, the time saved from cutting half of the incubation time for each step could be
accumulated and the entire experiment time duration could be dramatically reduced. By applying
SAW, the movement of antigens in the mixture can be facilitated which increase the possibility to
contact and bind with their specific antibodies.
3.1 Surface Acoustic Wave Device
The SAW device can generate Rayleigh waves and propagate the waves along the surface
by piezoelectric effect. Substrates of SAW devices usually require piezoelectric materials such as
lithium niobate, quartz, and lithium tantalate. Rayleigh waves are generated by a counterclockwise
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elliptical surface particle movement which causes vibration in latitudinal direction. This vibration
can be used to remove non-specific binding substances.
The SAW device used in this paper is fabricated on a 4-inch lithium niobate with two pairs
of electrodes. Each of the interdigital transducers has 60 electrodes with a 10 by 4μm dimension.
Fabrication procedures for SAW devices are as follows. NR9 1500PY (Futurrex) negative
photoresist was first spin coated on the lithium niobate wafer followed by pre-bake at 150 degree
C for 2 minutes. Then the coated wafer is sent to the Karl Suss mask aligner as well as the mask
for SAW device, with the picture of the mask in Figure 2-9. The substrate is exposed under UV
light, then went through a hard bake at 110 degree C for 2 minutes. The pattern is then developed
in RD6 developer for 12s, followed by a DI water rinse. E-beam evaporation was then used to
deposit 1 μm thickness aluminum on the substrate. After that acetone was used to lift-off the metal
and the circuit is formed.
The delay path between the two electrodes is then deposited with annealed silver
nanostructure and is coated with silica. The exact procedures of the MEF substrate fabrication
were presented in the previous chapter. The completed chip is shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-1. Mask for SAW devices.
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Figure 3-2. SAW device with MEF patterns in the delay path region.
3.2 SAW Removal Experiment on SAW Devices with MEF Patterns
With the chip shown in Figure 2-10, experiment was designed for CEA antigen
concentration detection to show the removal of non-specific bound proteins in plasma. The
procedures are as follows.
Before the experiment, the chips were first sent to the vector network analyzer (Agilent
8753es s-parameter network analyzer) to measure the resonant frequency. The measured chips
have a resonant frequency close to 98.1MHz. The chips were then cleaned by acetone, methanol
and DI water followed by drying using N2. The surface was then pretreated with 1% 3-APTES for
1 hour, followed by rinsing in ethanol. Then protein A at the concentration of 2 mg/mL is added to
the surface. Then rinsed with PBS three times and dried with nitrogen gas, as for every following
step. CEA capture antibody of 100μg/ mL concentration was then added to the MEF surface to be
incubated for 1 hour. Then 1% BSA was added to the surface. After that, CEA diluted in human
plasma have concentrations of 5μg/ mL, 500 ng/mL, 50 ng/mL, 5 ng/mL, 0.5 ng/mL, respectively,
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as each of the sample was from the same vial in the MEF experiment as presented in Chapter 2,
are added to the surface and incubate for 45mins. After rinsing, chips were sent to a surface
acoustic wave sensor system designed by Shuangming et al. that can generate removing signal at
the resonant frequency, which are about 98.1MHz.[20] 10μL of PBS was added to the MEF region
on the chip and removed with 5mW (about 7dBm) power for 5 minutes. The chips were then rinsed
with PBS and dried with nitrogen gas. Detection antibody was added to the chip surface to incubate
for 45 minutes. And after the rinse and dry, chips were sent to Nikon FN1 fluorescence microscope
and images were taken and measured with ImageJ, as in Figure 3-3 and Table 3-1, respectively.
The images and data were compared with the CEA diluted in plasma experiment in chapter 2.
Noted that the experimental procedures for CEA diluted in plasma test were conducted with the
same circumstances except there was no SAW removal step added in the previous experiments.

Figure 3-3. Fluorescence images for CEA diluted in human plasma with SAW removal.
Bottom row are fluorescence images for CEA diluted in human plasma with SAW removal
at 5mW for 5 minutes. Top row are the fluorescence images without SAW removal. The
concentrations of CEA antigens in the images are (a) 5 μg/ mL, (b) 500 ng/mL, (c) 50
ng/mL, (d) 5 ng/mL, and (e) 0.5 ng/mL.
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Table 3-1. Fluorescence intensities of CEA with and without SAW removal
CEA
Concentrations
Plasma

in Fluorescence Intensity with Fluorescence
Intensity
SAW Removal
without SAW Removal

0.5 ng/mL

34.07

50.79

5 ng/mL

42.51

49.77

50 ng/mL

45.16

49.53

52.29

70.28

61.46

74.74

500 ng/mL
5 μg/mL

Figure 3-4. Linear calibration curve. Fluorescence Intensity vs CEA Antigen Concentration
in the range of 0.5−5000 ng/mL.
3.3 Discussion on Removal Effect of SAW
Figure 3-3 shows the calibration curve based on the data from fluorescence signal
intensities by ImageJ. As discussed in chapter 2, although MEF enhances the detection limit of
CEA in PBS to sub-nanogram level, when it comes to detecting plasma, the non-specific binding
plays a huge part in interfering with the fluorescence signal. However, for the same set of
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experimental conditions, applying the SAW wave to the bio-assembly surface decreases the
detection limit from 50 ng/mL back to nanogram level. As shown in Figure 3-3, a clear increasing
trend from 0.5 ng/mL up to 5000 ng/mL is observed. During the removal, it is speculated that the
non-specific bound protein was shaken off by the lift force from substrate and mixed into the PBS
droplet, which leaves the CEA antigen alone for incubation, hence, the background noise coming
from NSB protein is reduced, as illustrated in Figure 3-4. The sensitivity increased for low CEA
concentrations, can be explained by the decrease in ratio of non-specific bound protein to CEA
antigen for all CEA concentration groups. However, during the removal process, there was also a
certain amount of target antigen that was washed off into PBS, as we can see from Figure 3-3 that
after removal, there is a signal intensity drop for each concentration group.

Figure 3-5. Schematic illustration of SAW removing NSB proteins.
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3.4 SAW Mixing Experiment and Effect
Along with the removal experiment, another set of experiments was done at the same time
to test the SAW mixing effect. The SAW was speculated to be able to accelerate the protein
movement in the fluid, so within the same time period, there is a higher chance to find the antigen
binding site and incubate it. The only difference between these two groups is that while the
previous group incubated CEA detection antibody for 40 mins, the other group incubated detection
antibody with the addition of SAW operating at 1mW for only 15 mins. The procedures are as
follows.
The SAW chips were first cleaned by acetone, methanol and DI water followed by drying
using N2. The surface was then pretreated with 1% 3-APTES for 1 hour, followed by a rinsed with
ethanol. Then protein A at the concentration of 2 mg/mL is added to the surface. Then rinsed with
PBS three times and dried with nitrogen gas, as for every following step. CEA capture antibody of
100 μg/ mL concentration was then added to the surface to be incubated for 1 hour. Then 1% BSA
was added to the surface. After that, CEA was diluted in human plasma to have concentrations of
5 μg/ mL, 500 ng/mL, 50 ng/mL, 5 ng/mL, 0.5 ng/mL, respectively, and added to the chip surface
for 45 mins incubation. After rinsing, chips were sent to a surface acoustic wave sensor system
and SAW was applied with 5mW power for 5 minutes. After rinse and dry, 10μL of detection
antibody was incubated with the SAW device operating at 1mW for 15 mins. Nikon FN1
fluorescence microscope and images were taken and measured with ImageJ, as in Figure 3-4 and
Table 3-2, respectively.
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Figure 3-6. Fluorescence images for CEA diluted in human plasma with SAW mixing.
Bottom row are fluorescence images for CEA diluted in human plasma with SAW mixing at
1 mW for 15 minutes. Top row are the fluorescence images with 40 mins detection antibody
incubation but no SAW mixing. The concentrations of CEA antigens in the images are (a) 5
μg/ mL, (b) 500 ng/mL, (c) 50 ng/mL, (d) 5 ng/mL, and (e) 0.5 ng/mL
Table 3-2. Fluorescence intensities of CEA with and without SAW mixing.
CEA
Concentrations
Plasma

in Fluorescence Intensity with Fluorescence
Intensity
SAW Mixing
without SAW Mixing

0.5 ng/mL

37.31

34.07

5 ng/mL

45.86

42.51

50 ng/mL

49.16

45.16

54.62

52.29

76.97

61.46

500 ng/mL
5 μg/mL
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Figure 3-7. Fluorescence intensity vs CEA antigen concentration curve. In the range of
0.5−5000 ng/mL.
As shown above, the fluorescence signal from SAW mixing can achieve similar and even
larger fluorescence signal with less than half of the incubation time. This result shows the ability
of SAW to reduce the incubation time and could even possibly enhance the fluorescence signal.
However, not much research has been done to study the mechanism of SAW’s effects on
immunoassay and more research is needed to study the removal and mixing effect of SAW.
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Chapter 4: Summary and Future Work
The metal-enhanced fluorescence and SAW’s removal and mixing were demonstrated in
the previous chapters.
MEF is tested to increase the sensitivity of fluorescence signal by 15.84 times and able to
distinguish signal from CEA antigen concentrations lower tha ng/mL level. With this number, it
shows the possibility to apply immunofluorescence to detect analyte antigens that have clinical
importance around such value. The threshold value of CEA concentration in blood, 2.5 ng/mL,
serves as an example. Increasing the sensitivity can always benefit biosensors to increase their
precision level. Therefore, a better approach to optimize the MEF is still waiting to be discovered.
Uniform distribution, size, selection of desired metal and metallic structures, and distance between
metal particles to fluorophores are parameters need to achieve better signal enhancement. The
effectiveness of SAW’s removal and mixing are also shown in the previous chapters. The reason
to include SAW into the bio-assembly process is to reduce the background noise as low as possible
because it is unknown of the exact chemicals and proteins in the blood or serum and how
miscellaneous substances affects the desired biostructures. In this thesis, it is shown that SAW and
MEF can be combined to achieve both low detection limit and non-specific binding removal, while
reducing the overall incubation time. However, they are not perfect since SAW also removes some
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of the target antigens thus reducing the signal, making the enhancement factor from a plasma
sample not as good as it can get when CEA was diluted in PBS, which is a purer solution.
In conclusion, more work can be done in the next step, such as optimizing the combination
of removal, MEF and mixing to maximize the signal and make smaller concentration
distinguishable along the way. Incubation time, piezoelectric materials, removal and mixing power
are parameters that can be tuned to achieve this. Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography (SCIL)
can also possibly enhance the MEF factor by providing more evenly distributed, controlled size
metal particles. Removal and mixing effects are waiting to be tested on other samples and in
different media such as blood. Once it shows that the significance of applying SAW on samples in
order to get a precisely calibration curve that is comparable to premeasured data from Quest
Diagnostic, then it can test directly from patient samples, and the importance of SAW in medical
application can then be further addressed.
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